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About SPOT





ABOUT SPOT

COMPANY INFO

SPOT saves by keeping people connected worldwide.



View Company Info
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HOW IT WORKS

SPOT uses a GPS satellite system to transmit data to and from the Globalstar satellite network.



View How It Works





	

Products & Services





PRODUCTS
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SPOT GEN4

SATELLITE GPS MESSENGER
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SPOT X

2-WAY SATELLITE MESSENGER
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SPOT TRACE

SATELLITE TRACKING DEVICE
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SERVICES

View Service Plans



View Additional Services



SPOT MAPPING

 


COVERAGE

View Coverage Maps

 


FIND A RETAILER

Find a Retailer




	

SPOT Life





SPOT LIFE

SPOT AMBASSADORS

Meet the people who live the SPOT brand from hunting and fishing to rock climbing and hiking. They keep SPOT in the adventure!



View Ambassadors




SPOT PARTNERSHIPS

SPOT partners help us tell our story through real-world experiences.



View Partnerships






SPOT Life




	Rescues
	Brand Ambassadors
	Partnerships






SPOT RESCUES

Initiating 9,988 rescues worldwide, SPOT provides peace of mind with the push of a button. Read more about the lives we’ve touched and in return the people who have touched our lives.



View Rescues
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Login / Activate your SPOT







MY ACCOUNT









0












SELECT YOUR REGION AND LANGUAGE





UNITED STATES


English



CANADA


English

Français



LATIN AMERICA


Español

Português






EUROPE


English

Français

Español

Deutsch (DE)

Deutsch (AT)

Italiano



AFRICA


English



MIDDLE EAST


English






AUSTRALIA &
NEW ZEALAND


English




JAPAN


Japanese



ASIA PACIFIC


English












CLOSE











SPOT X
SPOT Gen4
SPOT Trace
Service Plans
Additional Services
Supported Products


SERVICE PLANS

Select a SPOT device to view service plan options.



Service plans are purchased at the time of device activation. All subscriptions auto-renew at the end of the contract term.
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SPOT Gen4









SPOT Gen4 offers two different service subscription options.

What fits your lifestyle best? Choose between our Contract Plan or Monthly Flex Plan. 






CONTRACT PLANS

Contract plans are perfect for get-up-and-go year 'round use with an added benefit of monthly payment. Contract plans also have the option for you to pay upfront and get all allotted messages in advance.


 

	
BASIC

	

Australia – USD$15.35/MO.




(inc GST) 


  New Zealand - USD$16.04/MO.



(inc. GST) 

12 Month Term Applies


	SOS

UNLIMITED
	HELP

UNLIMITED***
	CHECK IN

UNLIMITED***
	CUSTOM MESSAGES

UNLIMITED***
	BASIC TRACKING

5, 10, 30 and 60 minutes
	EXTREME TRACKING

2½ mins:

$6.33 USD/mo. (AUS)

$6.61 USD/mo. (NZ)
	ACTIVATION FEE**:

Australia -  USD$32.95 (inc GST)

NZ - USD$34.44 (inc GST)









FLEX PLANS

Flex Plans are best for seasonal use and only require a one-month subscription.


 



	
FLEX BASIC

	

Australia - USD$18.65/MO.




(inc. GST)


  New Zealand - USD$19.49/MO.



(inc. GST) 

1 Month Minimum Term Applies


	SOS

UNLIMITED
	HELP

UNLIMITED***
	CHECK IN

UNLIMITED***
	CUSTOM MESSAGES

UNLIMITED***
	BASIC TRACKING

5, 10, 30 and 60 minutes
	EXTREME TRACKING

2½ mins:

$7.98 USD/mo. (AUS)

$8.34 USD/mo. (NZ)
	ACTIVATION FEE**:

Australia - USD$32.95 (inc GST)

NZ - USD$34.44 (inc GST)



FLEX FEE*:

Australia - USD$38.45 (inc GST)

NZ - USD$40.19 (inc GST)








Additional Service Plan Details



The SPOT Gen4 device requires an active service subscription to properly perform messaging, tracking, SOS capabilities and all other device functions. All subscriptions auto-renew at the end of the contract term.



*Enrolment in any Flex Plan is subject to an Annual Flex Charge that is collected once per year at renewal, even if the device is suspended at that time. This Flex charge allows you to suspend the service at any time during the year without activation fee recurrence when turning service on again. All Flex Plans have a one month minimum term.



All Annual Contract Plans are 12 month terms with the option of monthly payments or one annual upfront payment. **All Annual & Flex plans are subject to a one-time activation fee. Early termination of the service agreement will require a customer to pay an Early Termination Fee to the amount of 100% of the outstanding balance of the contract, plus the full amount of any credits issued during the Term (including promotions).



***'Unlimited' refers to email communications. SMS communications limited to 200 messages. A surcharge of $0.15c USD per message applies thereafter. Alternatively, purchase an additional 200 messages for $20 USD upon activation.




SPOT GEN4 ADDITIONAL SERVICES

Add services to your Basic Service Plan to customize a bundled plan that is tailored just for you.

VIEW ADDITIONAL SERVICES
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SPOT X









SPOT X offers two different service subscription options.

What fits your lifestyle best? Choose between our Contract Plan or Monthly Flex Plan. 




CONTRACT PLANS

Contract plans are perfect for get-up-and-go year 'round use with an added benefit of monthly payment. Contract plans also have the option for you to pay upfront and get all allotted messages in advance.

 



	
BASIC

	

Australia - USD$15.13/MO.




(inc. GST)


  New Zealand - USD$15.81/MO.



(inc. GST) 

12 Month Term Applies


	20 CUSTOM MESSAGES

Overages: 25¢ per msg
	SOS

UNLIMITED
	CHECK IN MESSAGES

UNLIMITED
	PREDEFINED MESSAGES

UNLIMITED
	TRACKING

10, 30, 60 minutes

Tracking will have to be reset after 24-hours.
	MOVEMENT ALERT

Not Included
	ACTIVATION FEE*

Australia- USD$32.95 (INC GST)

NZ - USD$34.44 (INC GST)
	Incoming Messages

FREE
	Send Pre-defined Messages

FREE





	
ADVANCED

	

Australia - USD$24.20/MO.




(inc. GST)


 New Zealand - USD$25.30/MO.



(inc. GST)

12 Month Term Applies


	100 CUSTOM MESSAGES

Overages: 25¢ per msg
	SOS

UNLIMITED
	CHECK IN MESSAGES

UNLIMITED
	PREDEFINED MESSAGES

UNLIMITED
	TRACKING

5, 10, 30, 60 minutes

 
	MOVEMENT ALERT

30 min, 60 min, 4 hr, 12 hr
	ACTIVATION FEE*

Australia- USD$32.95 (INC GST)

NZ - USD$34.44 (INC GST)
	Incoming Messages

FREE
	Send Pre-defined Messages

FREE





	
UNLIMITED

	

Australia - USD$35.20/MO.




(inc. GST)


  New Zealand - USD$36.80/MO.



(inc. GST)

12 Month Term Applies


	CUSTOM MESSAGES

UNLIMITED
	SOS

UNLIMITED
	CHECK IN MESSAGES

UNLIMITED
	PREDEFINED MESSAGES

UNLIMITED
	TRACKING

2.5, 5, 10, 30, 60 minutes

 
	MOVEMENT ALERT

30 min, 60 min, 4 hr, 12 hr
	ACTIVATION FEE*

Australia- USD$32.95 (INC GST)

NZ - USD$34.44 (INC GST)
	Incoming Messages

FREE
	Send Pre-defined Messages

FREE






FLEX PLANS

Flex plans are best for seasonal use and only require a one-month subscription.

 



	
FLEX BASIC

	

Australia - USD$17.88/MO.




(inc. GST)


New Zealand - USD$18.69/MO.



(inc. GST) 

1 Month Minimum Term Applies


	20 CUSTOM MESSAGES

Overages: 25¢ per msg
	SOS

UNLIMITED
	CHECK IN MESSAGES

UNLIMITED
	PREDEFINED MESSAGES

UNLIMITED
	TRACKING

10, 30, 60 minutes

Tracking will have to be reset after 24-hours.
	MOVEMENT ALERT

Not Included
	FLEX FEE:*

Australia - USD$38.45 (INC. GST)

NZ - USD$40.19 (INC. GST)



ACTIVATION FEE:*

Australia- USD$32.95 (INC GST)

NZ - USD$34.44 (INC GST)
	Incoming Messages

FREE
	Send Pre-defined Messages

FREE





	
FLEX ADVANCED

	

Australia - USD$35.20/MO.


(inc. GST) 


New Zealand - USD$36.80/MO.

(inc. GST) 

1 Month Minimum Term Applies


	100 CUSTOM MESSAGES

Overages: 25¢ per msg
	SOS

UNLIMITED
	CHECK IN MESSAGES

UNLIMITED
	PREDEFINED MESSAGES

UNLIMITED
	TRACKING

5, 10, 30, 60 minutes

 
	MOVEMENT ALERT

30 min, 60 min, 4 hr, 12 hr
	FLEX FEE:*

Australia - USD$38.45 (INC GST)

NZ - USD$40.19 (INC GST)



ACTIVATION FEE:*

Australia - USD$32.95 (INC GST)

NZ - USD$34.44 (INC GST)
	Incoming Messages

FREE
	Send Pre-defined Messages

FREE





	
FLEX UNLIMITED

	

Australia - USD$46.20/MO.




(inc. GST)


New Zealand - USD$48.30/MO.



(inc. GST) 

1 Month Minimum Term Applies


	CUSTOM MESSAGES

UNLIMITED
	SOS

UNLIMITED
	CHECK IN MESSAGES

UNLIMITED
	PREDEFINED MESSAGES

UNLIMITED
	TRACKING

2.5, 5, 10, 30, 60 minutes

 
	MOVEMENT ALERT

30 min, 60 min, 4 hr, 12 hr
	FLEX FEE:*

Australia - USD$38.45 (INC GST)

NZ - USD$40.19 (INC GST)



ACTIVATION FEE:*

Australia - USD$32.95 (INC GST)

NZ - USD$34.44 (INC GST)
	Incoming Messages

FREE
	Send Pre-defined Messages

FREE






Additional Considerations 



The SPOT X device requires an active service subscription to properly perform 2-way satellite messaging, tracking, SOS capabilities and all other device functions. All subscriptions auto-renew at the end of the contract term.



*Enrolment in any Flex Plan is subject to an Annual Flex Charge that is collected once per year at renewal, even if the device is suspended at that time. This Flex Charge allows you to suspend the service at any time during the year without activation fee recurrence when turning service on again. All Flex Plans have a one month minimum term.



All Annual Contract Plans are 12 month terms with the option of monthly payments or one annual upfront payment. Those customers who prefer to make an upfront payment will get the added benefit of receiving allotted plan messages in advance for use as frequently as they would like throughout the year. Those customers who prefer to make monthly payments on the annual plan should note that unused messages will not roll over to the next month. All plans are subject to a one-time activation fee. No charge applies to changing to a more inclusive annual plan; a $25.00 (Inc. GST) fee applies to changing to a less inclusive annual plan. Early termination of the service agreement will require a customer to pay an Early Termination Fee to the amount of 100% of the outstanding balance of the contract, plus the full amount of any credits issued during the Term (including promotions).




SPOT X ADDITIONAL SERVICES

Add services to your Basic Service Plan to customize a bundled plan that is tailored just for you.

VIEW ADDITIONAL SERVICES
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SPOT Gen3









SPOT Gen3 offers two different service subscription options.

What fits your lifestyle best? Choose between our Contract Plan or Monthly Flex Plan. 






CONTRACT PLANS

Contract plans are perfect for get-up-and-go year 'round use with an added benefit of monthly payment. Contract plans also have the option for you to pay upfront and get all allotted messages in advance.


 

	
BASIC

	

Australia - USD$15.35/MO.




 (inc. GST)


 New Zealand - USD$16.04/MO.



(inc. GST) 

12 Month Term Applies


	SOS

UNLIMITED
	HELP

UNLIMITED***
	CHECK IN

UNLIMITED***
	CUSTOM MESSAGES

UNLIMITED***
	BASIC TRACKING

5, 10, 30 and 60 minutes
	EXTREME TRACKING

2½ mins:

$6.33 USD/mo. (AUS)

$6.61 USD/mo. (NZ)
	ACTIVATION FEE**:

Australia - USD$32.95 (inc GST)

NZ  - USD$34.44 (inc GST)









FLEX PLANS

Flex Plans are best for seasonal use and only require a one-month subscription.


 



	
FLEX BASIC

	

Australia - USD$18.65/MO.




(inc. GST)


  New Zealand - USD$19.49/MO.



(inc. GST) 

1 Month Minimum Term Applies


	SOS

UNLIMITED
	HELP

UNLIMITED***
	CHECK IN

UNLIMITED***
	CUSTOM MESSAGES

UNLIMITED***
	BASIC TRACKING

5, 10, 30 and 60 minutes
	EXTREME TRACKING

2½ mins:

$7.98 USD/mo. (AUS)

$8.34 USD/mo. (NZ)
	ACTIVATION FEE**:

Australia- USD$32.95 (inc GST)

NZ - USD$34.44 (inc GST)



FLEX FEE*:

Australia - USD$38.45 (inc GST)

NZ - USD$40.19 (inc GST)








Additional Service Plan Details



The SPOT Gen3 device requires an active service subscription to properly perform messaging, tracking, SOS capabilities and all other device functions. All subscriptions auto-renew at the end of the contract term.



*Enrolment in any Flex Plan is subject to an Annual Flex Charge that is collected once per year at renewal, even if the device is suspended at that time. This Flex charge allows you to suspend the service at any time during the year without activation fee recurrence when turning service on again. All Flex Plans have a one month minimum term.



All Annual Contract Plans are 12 month terms with the option of monthly payments or one annual upfront payment. **All Annual & Flex plans are subject to a one-time activation fee. Early termination of the service agreement will require a customer to pay an Early Termination Fee to the amount of 100% of the outstanding balance of the contract, plus the full amount of any credits issued during the Term (including promotions).



***'Unlimited' refers to email communications. SMS communications limited to 200 messages per 12-month term on annual, monthly and Flex plans. A surcharge of $0.15c USD per message applies thereafter. Alternatively, purchase an additional 200 messages for $20 USD upon activation.




SPOT GEN3 ADDITIONAL SERVICES

Add services to your Basic Service Plan to customize a bundled plan that is tailored just for you.

VIEW ADDITIONAL SERVICES
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SPOT Trace









SPOT Trace offers two different service subscription options.

What fits your lifestyle best? Choose between our Contract Plan or Monthly Flex Plan. 






CONTRACT PLANS

Contract plans are perfect for get-up-and-go year 'round use with an added benefit of monthly payment. Contract plans also have the option for you to pay upfront and get all allotted messages in advance.

 

	
BASIC

	

Australia - USD$13.15/MO.




(inc. GST)


 New Zealand - USD$13.74/MO.



(inc. GST) 

12 Month Term Applies


	MOVEMENT ALERTS

30 mins or 12 hrs
	DOCK MODE

Included
	STATUS MESSAGE

Included
	POWER OFF MESSAGE

Included
	LOW BATTERY MESSAGE

Included
	BASIC TRACKING

5, 10, 30 and 60 mins
	EXTREME TRACKING

2½ mins:

$6.33 USD/mo. (AUS)

$6.61 USD/mo. (NZ)
	ACTIVATION FEE**:

Australia - USD$32.95 (INC GST)

NZ - USD$34.44 (INC GST)









FLEX PLANS

Flex Plans are best for seasonal use and only require a one-month subscription.

 



	
FLEX BASIC

	

Australia - USD$15.95/MO.




(inc. GST)


  New Zealand - USD$16.68/MO.



(inc. GST) 

1 Month Minimum Term Applies


	MOVEMENT ALERTS

30 mins or 12 hrs
	DOCK MODE

Included
	STATUS MESSAGE

Included
	POWER OFF MESSAGE

Included
	LOW BATTERY MESSAGE

Included
	BASIC TRACKING

5, 10, 30 and 60 mins
	EXTREME TRACKING

2½ mins:

$7.98 USD/mo. (AUS)

$8.34 USD/mo. (NZ)
	ACTIVATION FEE**:

Australia - USD$32.95 (INC GST)

NZ- USD$34.44 (INC GST) 



FLEX FEE*:

Australia - USD$38.45 (INC GST)

NZ - USD$40.19 (INC GST) 








Additional Service Plan Details



The SPOT Trace device requires an active service subscription to properly perform tracking functions. All subscriptions auto-renew at the end of the contract term.



*Enrolment in any Flex Plan is subject to an Annual Flex Charge that is collected once per year at renewal, even if the device is suspended at that time. This Flex charge allows you to suspend the service at any time during the year without activation fee recurrence when turning service on again. All Flex Plans have a one month minimum term.



All Annual Contract Plans are 12 month terms with the option of monthly payments or one annual upfront payment. **All Annual & Flex plans are subject to a one-time activation fee. Early termination of the service agreement will require a customer to pay an Early Termination Fee to the amount of 100% of the outstanding balance of the contract, plus the full amount of any credits issued during the Term (including promotions).




SPOT TRACE ADDITIONAL SERVICES

Add services to your Basic Service Plan to customize a bundled plan that is tailored just for you.

VIEW ADDITIONAL SERVICES



SUPPORTED SPOT PRODUCTS

These products are no longer manufactured, but are still supported by SPOT.
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SPOT Gen3
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SPOT Satellite GPS Messenger
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SPOT Personal Tracker







	
BASIC

	

Australia - USD$15.35/MO.




 (inc. GST)


 New Zealand - USD$16.04/MO.



(inc. GST) 

12 Month Term Applies


	SOS

UNLIMITED
	HELP

UNLIMITED***
	CHECK IN

UNLIMITED***
	CUSTOM MESSAGES

UNLIMITED***
	BASIC TRACKING

5, 10, 30 and 60 minutes
	EXTREME TRACKING

2½ mins:

$6.33 USD/mo. (AUS)

$6.61 USD/mo. (NZ)
	ACTIVATION FEE**:

Australia - USD$32.95 (inc GST)

NZ  - USD$34.44 (inc GST)





	
FLEX BASIC

	

Australia - USD$18.65/MO.




(inc. GST)


  New Zealand - USD$19.49/MO.



(inc. GST) 

1 Month Minimum Term Applies


	SOS

UNLIMITED
	HELP

UNLIMITED***
	CHECK IN

UNLIMITED***
	CUSTOM MESSAGES

UNLIMITED***
	BASIC TRACKING

5, 10, 30 and 60 minutes
	EXTREME TRACKING

2½ mins:

$7.98 USD/mo. (AUS)

$8.34 USD/mo. (NZ)
	ACTIVATION FEE**:

Australia- USD$32.95 (inc GST)

NZ - USD$34.44 (inc GST)



FLEX FEE*:

Australia - USD$38.45 (inc GST)

NZ - USD$40.19 (inc GST)








Additional Service Plan Details



The SPOT Gen3 device requires an active service subscription to properly perform messaging, tracking, SOS capabilities and all other device functions. All subscriptions auto-renew at the end of the contract term.



*Enrolment in any Flex Plan is subject to an Annual Flex Charge that is collected once per year at renewal, even if the device is suspended at that time. This Flex charge allows you to suspend the service at any time during the year without activation fee recurrence when turning service on again. All Flex Plans have a one month minimum term.



All Annual Contract Plans are 12 month terms with the option of monthly payments or one annual upfront payment. **All Annual & Flex plans are subject to a one-time activation fee. Early termination of the service agreement will require a customer to pay an Early Termination Fee to the amount of 100% of the outstanding balance of the contract, plus the full amount of any credits issued during the Term (including promotions).



***'Unlimited' refers to email communications. SMS communications limited to 200 messages per 12-month term on annual, monthly and Flex plans. A surcharge of $0.15c USD per message applies thereafter. Alternatively, purchase an additional 200 messages for $20 USD upon activation.









	
FLEX BASIC

	

Australia - USD$18.65/MO.




(inc. GST)


  New Zealand - USD$19.49/MO.



(inc. GST) 

1 Month Minimum Term Applies


	SOS

UNLIMITED
	HELP

UNLIMITED***
	CHECK IN

UNLIMITED***
	CUSTOM MESSAGES

UNLIMITED***
	BASIC TRACKING

10 minutes
	ACTIVATION FEE**:

Australia- USD$32.95 (inc GST)

NZ - USD$34.44 (inc GST)



FLEX FEE*:

Australia - USD$38.45 (inc GST)

NZ - USD$40.19 (inc GST)





	
BASIC

	

Australia - USD$15.35/MO.




 (inc. GST)


 New Zealand - USD$16.04/MO.



(inc. GST) 

12 Month Term Applies


	SOS

UNLIMITED
	HELP

UNLIMITED***
	CHECK IN

UNLIMITED***
	CUSTOM MESSAGES

UNLIMITED***
	BASIC TRACKING

10 minutes
	ACTIVATION FEE**:

Australia - USD$32.95 (inc GST)

NZ  - USD$34.44 (inc GST)








Additional Service Plan Details



The device requires an active service subscription to properly perform messaging, tracking, SOS capabilities and all other device functions. All subscriptions auto-renew at the end of the contract term.



*Enrolment in any Flex Plan is subject to an Annual Flex Charge that is collected once per year at renewal, even if the device is suspended at that time. This Flex charge allows you to suspend the service at any time during the year without activation fee recurrence when turning service on again. All Flex Plans have a one month minimum term.



All Annual Contract Plans are 12 month terms with the option of monthly payments or one annual upfront payment. **All Annual & Flex plans are subject to a one-time activation fee. Early termination of the service agreement will require a customer to pay an Early Termination Fee to the amount of 100% of the outstanding balance of the contract, plus the full amount of any credits issued during the Term (including promotions).



***'Unlimited' refers to email communications. SMS communications limited to 200 messages per 12-month term on annual, monthly and Flex plans. A surcharge of $0.15c USD per message applies thereafter. Alternatively, purchase an additional 200 messages for $20 USD upon activation.
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SPOT Gen3







	
BASIC

	

Australia - USD$15.35/MO.




 (inc. GST)


 New Zealand - USD$16.04/MO.



(inc. GST) 

12 Month Term Applies


	SOS

UNLIMITED
	HELP

UNLIMITED***
	CHECK IN

UNLIMITED***
	CUSTOM MESSAGES

UNLIMITED***
	BASIC TRACKING

5, 10, 30 and 60 minutes
	EXTREME TRACKING

2½ mins:

$6.33 USD/mo. (AUS)

$6.61 USD/mo. (NZ)
	ACTIVATION FEE**:

Australia - USD$32.95 (inc GST)

NZ  - USD$34.44 (inc GST)





	
FLEX BASIC

	

Australia - USD$18.65/MO.




(inc. GST)


  New Zealand - USD$19.49/MO.



(inc. GST) 

1 Month Minimum Term Applies


	SOS

UNLIMITED
	HELP

UNLIMITED***
	CHECK IN

UNLIMITED***
	CUSTOM MESSAGES

UNLIMITED***
	BASIC TRACKING

5, 10, 30 and 60 minutes
	EXTREME TRACKING

2½ mins:

$7.98 USD/mo. (AUS)

$8.34 USD/mo. (NZ)
	ACTIVATION FEE**:

Australia- USD$32.95 (inc GST)

NZ - USD$34.44 (inc GST)



FLEX FEE*:

Australia - USD$38.45 (inc GST)

NZ - USD$40.19 (inc GST)








Additional Service Plan Details



The SPOT Gen3 device requires an active service subscription to properly perform messaging, tracking, SOS capabilities and all other device functions. All subscriptions auto-renew at the end of the contract term.



*Enrolment in any Flex Plan is subject to an Annual Flex Charge that is collected once per year at renewal, even if the device is suspended at that time. This Flex charge allows you to suspend the service at any time during the year without activation fee recurrence when turning service on again. All Flex Plans have a one month minimum term.



All Annual Contract Plans are 12 month terms with the option of monthly payments or one annual upfront payment. **All Annual & Flex plans are subject to a one-time activation fee. Early termination of the service agreement will require a customer to pay an Early Termination Fee to the amount of 100% of the outstanding balance of the contract, plus the full amount of any credits issued during the Term (including promotions).



***'Unlimited' refers to email communications. SMS communications limited to 200 messages per 12-month term on annual, monthly and Flex plans. A surcharge of $0.15c USD per message applies thereafter. Alternatively, purchase an additional 200 messages for $20 USD upon activation.









	
FLEX BASIC

	

Australia - USD$18.65/MO.




(inc. GST)


  New Zealand - USD$19.49/MO.



(inc. GST) 

1 Month Minimum Term Applies


	SOS

UNLIMITED
	HELP

UNLIMITED***
	CHECK IN

UNLIMITED***
	CUSTOM MESSAGES

UNLIMITED***
	BASIC TRACKING

10 minutes
	ACTIVATION FEE**:

Australia- USD$32.95 (inc GST)

NZ - USD$34.44 (inc GST)



FLEX FEE*:

Australia - USD$38.45 (inc GST)

NZ - USD$40.19 (inc GST)





	
BASIC

	

Australia - USD$15.35/MO.




 (inc. GST)


 New Zealand - USD$16.04/MO.



(inc. GST) 

12 Month Term Applies


	SOS

UNLIMITED
	HELP

UNLIMITED***
	CHECK IN

UNLIMITED***
	CUSTOM MESSAGES

UNLIMITED***
	BASIC TRACKING

10 minutes
	ACTIVATION FEE**:

Australia - USD$32.95 (inc GST)

NZ  - USD$34.44 (inc GST)
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SPOT Satellite GPS Messenger







	
FLEX BASIC

	

Australia - USD$18.65/MO.




(inc. GST)


  New Zealand - USD$19.49/MO.



(inc. GST) 

1 Month Minimum Term Applies


	SOS

UNLIMITED
	HELP

UNLIMITED***
	CHECK IN

UNLIMITED***
	CUSTOM MESSAGES

UNLIMITED***
	BASIC TRACKING

10 minutes
	ACTIVATION FEE**:

Australia- USD$32.95 (inc GST)

NZ - USD$34.44 (inc GST)



FLEX FEE*:

Australia - USD$38.45 (inc GST)

NZ - USD$40.19 (inc GST)





	
BASIC

	

Australia - USD$15.35/MO.




 (inc. GST)


 New Zealand - USD$16.04/MO.



(inc. GST) 

12 Month Term Applies


	SOS

UNLIMITED
	HELP

UNLIMITED***
	CHECK IN

UNLIMITED***
	CUSTOM MESSAGES

UNLIMITED***
	BASIC TRACKING

10 minutes
	ACTIVATION FEE**:

Australia - USD$32.95 (inc GST)

NZ  - USD$34.44 (inc GST)








Additional Service Plan Details



The device requires an active service subscription to properly perform messaging, tracking, SOS capabilities and all other device functions. All subscriptions auto-renew at the end of the contract term.



*Enrolment in any Flex Plan is subject to an Annual Flex Charge that is collected once per year at renewal, even if the device is suspended at that time. This Flex charge allows you to suspend the service at any time during the year without activation fee recurrence when turning service on again. All Flex Plans have a one month minimum term.



All Annual Contract Plans are 12 month terms with the option of monthly payments or one annual upfront payment. **All Annual & Flex plans are subject to a one-time activation fee. Early termination of the service agreement will require a customer to pay an Early Termination Fee to the amount of 100% of the outstanding balance of the contract, plus the full amount of any credits issued during the Term (including promotions).



***'Unlimited' refers to email communications. SMS communications limited to 200 messages per 12-month term on annual, monthly and Flex plans. A surcharge of $0.15c USD per message applies thereafter. Alternatively, purchase an additional 200 messages for $20 USD upon activation.
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FLEX BASIC

	

Australia - USD$18.65/MO.




(inc. GST)


  New Zealand - USD$19.49/MO.



(inc. GST) 

1 Month Minimum Term Applies


	SOS

UNLIMITED
	HELP

UNLIMITED***
	CHECK IN

UNLIMITED***
	CUSTOM MESSAGES

UNLIMITED***
	BASIC TRACKING

10 minutes
	ACTIVATION FEE**:

Australia- USD$32.95 (inc GST)

NZ - USD$34.44 (inc GST)



FLEX FEE*:

Australia - USD$38.45 (inc GST)

NZ - USD$40.19 (inc GST)





	
BASIC

	

Australia - USD$15.35/MO.




 (inc. GST)


 New Zealand - USD$16.04/MO.



(inc. GST) 

12 Month Term Applies


	SOS

UNLIMITED
	HELP

UNLIMITED***
	CHECK IN

UNLIMITED***
	CUSTOM MESSAGES

UNLIMITED***
	BASIC TRACKING

10 minutes
	ACTIVATION FEE**:

Australia - USD$32.95 (inc GST)

NZ  - USD$34.44 (inc GST)








Additional Service Plan Details



The device requires an active service subscription to properly perform messaging, tracking, SOS capabilities and all other device functions. All subscriptions auto-renew at the end of the contract term.



*Enrolment in any Flex Plan is subject to an Annual Flex Charge that is collected once per year at renewal, even if the device is suspended at that time. This Flex charge allows you to suspend the service at any time during the year without activation fee recurrence when turning service on again. All Flex Plans have a one month minimum term.



All Annual Contract Plans are 12 month terms with the option of monthly payments or one annual upfront payment. **All Annual & Flex plans are subject to a one-time activation fee. Early termination of the service agreement will require a customer to pay an Early Termination Fee to the amount of 100% of the outstanding balance of the contract, plus the full amount of any credits issued during the Term (including promotions).



***'Unlimited' refers to email communications. SMS communications limited to 200 messages per 12-month term on annual, monthly and Flex plans. A surcharge of $0.15c USD per message applies thereafter. Alternatively, purchase an additional 200 messages for $20 USD upon activation.
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© 2024 SPOT LLC. All rights reserved.



All SPOT products described on this website are the products of SPOT LLC, which is not affiliated in any manner with Spot Image of Toulouse, France or Spot Image Corporation of Chantilly, Virginia.











